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until now.

Levi Garrison also has no idea.

Can only assist the Titan God of War.

He deployed battle plans one by one, and also inserted the configuration of the Bible organization Maya
Industry and so on.

Doing so is to increase the odds a little and reduce the casualties a little.

Shortly after.

Levi Garrison, together with the think tank and Titan God of War, deployed the battle plan.

As soon as the corresponding soldiers or weapons of the coalition came, they were all placed in the
positions prepared in advance.

After Levi Garrison finished all this, he left.
Although there is no commander position.

But he still has to act.

Although it is not convenient to be the commander-in-chief.

The first step he needs to do is to quickly return to Daxia and ask Yanlongwei Tiance Mansion about
Daxia’s two legendary existences.

Confirm authenticity.

…

Not long after Levi Garrison left.

“What? The First Army Division is gone?”

The Titan War God quickly learned this message.

“I think he is afraid of death, right? No matter if he continues to stay on the front line!”

“Well, it’s possible! Otherwise, why would he keep retreating when he was the commander-in-chief?”

“Yes! I found out early, every time he ran the fastest! So far, Levi Garrison has never met the Gods Lab
head-on!”

…

Everyone said one after another.

He thought that Levi Garrison was afraid of death and didn’t dare to stay on the front line.

The Titan War God sneered: “It doesn’t matter! But he does have a set of combat! The four sets of
tactics arranged for us! It is amazing! He is relying on his tactics, and now that the tactics are there, it
doesn’t matter if he is there! Anyway! He is not a conductor!”

“Yes, with you in control, we will definitely win!”

The speed of the coalition forces is very fast, and the cards of all parties have come one after another.

And was arranged in the corresponding position by the Titan War God.

Just waiting for the arrival of the army of the Kingdom of God, it’s a fight to the death!In the beginning,
everyone heard how powerful the kingdom of God is.

If this battle fails.

Then the whole world will fall.

Everyone actually has a shadow on the kingdom of God.

After all, too strong, too strong.

Levi Garrison and the others have no way at all.

Those who came to support were afraid of the kingdom of God.

But after coming here.

Everyone found that the coalition forces were too strong.

When dozens of countries took out all their hole cards, it was a shocking thing.

There are too many soldiers, weapons and so on.

Especially this time, all parties have spared no effort.

Take out everything that should be taken!

All aspects are estimated to be more than a hundred times the opposite!

Maybe my quality is not as good as yours, but I can make it in quantity!

Seeing the eleventh line of defense strengthened dozens of positions, everyone felt very relieved and
safe.

All of a sudden the fear of the kingdom of God was all over.

All fear comes from lack of firepower.

The current situation is that the firepower is too sufficient.

Sufficiently scary.

The Titans were stunned.

I have never fought such a battle of wealth in my eight lifetimes!

With these, he is not afraid of anything.

He was still wondering – with such a powerful coalition force, what on earth was Levi Garrison afraid of?
Why didn’t he put his posture on the ground?

I don’t know if the strength of the coalition forces is gathered, this gathering is shocking.

All parties are scared.

I didn’t even think it would be so powerful.

Soon the Gods Lab received the message.

Also taken aback by the coalition forces.

“These forces are usually hidden and tucked away, and they are all taken out at a moment of crisis! Now
the opposing coalition is unprecedentedly strong!”

“Especially the position of Levi Garrison’s coach has been changed, and he has been replaced by the
Titan God of War of the Bear Kingdom!”

…

Seeing that the strength of the coalition forces is so terrible, all the gods’ laboratory was shocked.

This is much stronger than they expected.

“Haha, good thing! Really good thing!”

Mr. X laughed suddenly.

“It’s a great thing that Levi Garrison’s commander has been replaced! Don’t look at Levi Garrison’s
retreat all the time, but his small share of harassment has caused us a lot of damage!

The key is that we didn’t even see him, so we lost a lot! And I know there are many conspiracies waiting
behind him! Even if we could win in the end, Levi Garrison would definitely suffer a lot. The casualties
are not small! “

His eyes lit up: “We are afraid that the coalition forces will not fight us! We most hope that they will
gather all their strength to fight us! But it has not happened! But at the critical moment, Levi Garrison’s
commander was replaced!”

“God helps me too! Lovesky is born warlike! He will definitely fight us at all costs! It’s great!”

…

